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Shifting Gears Toward  
a Timeless Future
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no one wanTS To have TheiR caR STuck in 
gear. it’s a headache—and sometimes it can 
be costly. Being able to shift gears is, of 
course, a necessity. 

although many look at our School and com-
ment, quite accurately, that we offer a high-
caliber education, provide excellent patient 
care, and engage in challenging research inves-
tigations, there is much more than meets the 
eye. Sometimes an institution needs to be a bit 
clairvoyant to see what lies ahead in the future 
and act accordingly. That often means switching 
gears before we get stuck in a cycle that can’t 
be easily undone.

The changes that we are making will enrich 
our institution and create a variety of inter-
faces to allow us to constantly move forward. 
one of the most recognizable changes, which 
you will read about in this issue, was the reor-
ganization of our core research departments to 
reflect the three most critical areas: neurosci-
ence and pain, microbiology, and cancer. The 
department chairs in these areas address how 
that change has strengthened their faculty 
to become better aligned internally and even 
more engaged for external collaborations. 
we have also included brief profiles of five 
researchers who represent the research of 
today and tomorrow.

in alumni and development, we have wel-
comed a new chief development officer, who 
has articulated a message on page 21 that 
shows a re-energized focus and vision for build-

ing and sustaining inspired relationships. our 
alumni are the backbone of this School, and 
we know that we can never move forward with-
out their support and advice. i had the plea-
sure of visiting with several alumni in Florida 
this summer, a few of whom are featured in 
this issue. Basic engineering tells us that every 
gear must operate from a stable foundation, 
and our alumni represent that foundation.

of course, as we look to the future, our 
students will leave us with more than just the 
knowledge required to become dental profes-
sionals. if we have succeeded, they will leave 
us prepared to make the profession better, they 
will want to do more, and will be equipped to 
exceed their predecessors. our student profile 
highlights someone who is actively engaged 
and committed, both academically and within 
the community. 

i am fortunate to have staff, faculty, students, 
and alumni who help make these transitions 
seamless and vision oriented. input from all of 
these stakeholders will always be the key to our 
continued success. 

we’ve put the gear in drive and we’re 
moving on.

christian S. Stohler, dMd, drMeddent
dean

     A Shift in the  
Right Direction
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“You don’T need To See 10 oF TheSe chiLdRen—You onLY 
need to see 1.” with this introductory remark from Professor 
didier Pittet, of Geneva, the first international noma day 
conference was under way.

held in Geneva, Switzerland, on May 22, under the patron- 
age of former united nations Secretary General kofi annan, 
the conference convened medical experts, members of  
the press, academicians, humanitarian groups, and govern-
ment representatives to discuss the causes, treatments, 
and prevention of noma. a facial gangrene that begins as a 
small lesion inside the mouth, the disease can spread to 
the cheek and face in a matter of days, eating away the soft 
and bone tissues. noma generally affects children between 
ages 2 and 6, causes extreme disfigurement, and has a  
70 to 90 percent death rate. 

dental School research scientist cyril o. enwonwu, Scd, 
Phd, MdS, urged fellow researchers, governments, and 
others to take proactive measures to prevent the spread of  
noma, a disease that affects up to 140,000 children annually,  
primarily in underdeveloped communities in Sub-Saharan 
africa, asia, and South america. Traditional measures have  
been focused on reconstructive surgeries; however, enwonwu  
is leading the charge to redirect the focus toward preven-
tion, which will negate the need for surgeries.

according to enwonwu, who delivered the opening plenary  
lecture and served as the co-chair of the scientific committee,  
“noma is a disease that can be prevented.” The infection  
and spread of the disease is based on malnutrition, poverty,  
and unsanitary conditions, he says, adding that the malnutri- 
tion starts before birth. “This is a continuation of prenatal 
malnourishment. we have paid poor attention to maternal 
health, as certain conditions are programmed before birth,”  
explained enwonwu. after birth, children often share 
living areas with or in close proximity to livestock and eat 

    Dr. Cyril enwonwu 
leaDs First worlD 
         noma ConFerenCe

indigenous foods prepared with polluted water supply. More  
recently, he says there is an association between cases of 
noma and hiv. 

Prevention measures include promoting exclusive breast-
feeding for three to six months after birth, immunizations 
against endemic diseases (such as measles) improved oral  
hygiene, segregation from livestock, and improved maternal  
health and education. For those afflicted children who 
survive, surgical intervention has been the course of action. 
however, the children must endure multiple surgeries that 
usually still result in severe scarring and these individuals 
often remain as outcasts in their villages. Therefore, 
enwonwu is pushing for greater awareness and funding 
aimed at prevention.

The conference was well attended (using united nations-
style translations in French and english), with various parts  
of the world represented by speakers who discussed the 
history of the disease, current research, and medical and  
surgical treatments. enwonwu’s opening address provided 
background on the disease, its risk factors, and its epidemi- 
ology. Reshma Susan Phillips, Phd, who was mentored by  
enwonwu at the university of Maryland, presented a talk  
concerning the role of micronutrient deficiencies and measles.  
Phillips pointed out the role of vitamin a and Zinc, and like 
enwonwu, demonstrated levels of stunting before age 1. 

enwonwu and Phillips also addressed the participants 
during the question and answer session, where queries were  
posed relating to medical and social issues, gender differ-
ences in the disease, and maternal nutrition.

“This was a great occasion to raise awareness by 
bringing together researchers from all parts of the world,” 
commented Phillips after her presentation. She added that 
she hoped the event would benefit future research and 
stimulate efforts toward prevention methods.

By Regina Lavette davis

SCHooL NeWS
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The denTaL SchooL SiGned an aGReeMenT in auGuST 
that will partner its dental hygiene program with cecil 
college to educate more dental hygienists in cecil county, 
where there is a critical need for oral health care. 

at a signing ceremony at the dental School in Baltimore, 
christian S. Stohler, dMd, drMeddent, dean of the dental 
School, and w. Stephen Pannill, edd, president of cecil 
college, launched the dental hygiene partnership and the 
beginning of a distance-learning site in cecil county. 

The dental School’s curriculum will be delivered online  
to the college and clinical teaching will take place at union  
hospital’s Principio health center in western cecil county. 
Local students in cecil county will be able to earn a univer-
sity of Maryland Bachelor of Science in dental hygiene, while  
staying close to home.

The partnership follows a broad agreement announced in 
January by the dental School and union hospital to provide 
dental care in cecil county through a new $15 million out- 
patient health care facility, which after completion in March,  
will accommodate up to 100 patients per day.

at the signing of the dental hygiene partnership, Pannill 
said discussions about it began two years ago, “and now, 
this really hits the mark and we are anxious for more.” 
Pannill also said the partnership will have a positive 
influence on the local work force by giving students an 
opportunity “to have well-paying jobs.”

Stohler said the students will have a chance to become 
tomorrow’s dental leaders. “actually, dental hygiene is the 
pinnacle of dentistry,” he said.

Stohler added that, through the experience of working with 
officials in cecil county, the dental School “realized that a 
faculty can transform a community.”

The dental School’s cecil county hygienist education 
program builds upon the model of the School’s eastern 
Shore dental hygiene program in Salisbury, said Jacquelyn 
Fried, Rdh, MS, associate professor and director of the 
School’s division of dental hygiene. Fried said it is possible 
to duplicate the online curriculum anywhere in the world. 

This fall, four students have registered for the first class of 
the program. class sizes may ultimately grow to a total  
of 12, with the first graduating class projected for 2010. 

also signing the hygiene education agreement were 
Malinda B. orlin, Phd, MSw, vice president for academic 
affairs at the university of Maryland, Baltimore and dean of 
its Graduate School, and Mary way Bolt, edd, vice president 
of academic programs at cecil college. 

enwonwu added that “we need to use the knowledge at our disposal to move 
forward toward more intervention.” he has noted the need to attract donors to fund 
research, education, and prevention activities for a condition that unfortunately often 
takes a back seat to other more high-profile diseases.

Professor enwonwu is a full-time faculty member at the university of Maryland 
dental School and an adjunct faculty member at the School of Medicine. his 
research on noma has appeared in journals such as The new england Journal of 
Medicine and The Lancet. he is credited with helping to establish the noma children 
hospital in Sokoto, nigeria, in 1999 and was the honorary chairman of the hospital 
board for 4 years.

The conference was organized by the international no-noma Federation in 
association with the world health organization and the world dental Federation. 
information on the conference can be found at www.nonoma.org. To receive specific 
information on the School’s work on noma, its partner organizations, and details on 
the noma Research and Treatment Fund, send an e-mail to noma@umaryland.edu.

By Steve Berberich

DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM IS FORMALIZED

Additional reporting by Regina Davis

SCHooL NeWS
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dR. STewaRT BeRGMan, known To 
all as “Bergie” or “Stew,”will retire 
from his full-time faculty position 
at the end of december 2008. dr. 
Bergman has been a loyal, reliable, 
and stabilizing influence in the 
department of oral Maxillofacial 
Surgery since 1972. 

he is known to several genera-
tions of the oMS alumni and  
undergraduate dental students, 
having trained them in the prin-
ciples and practice of basic oral 
surgery. in addition, he has been 
responsible for administrating the 
undergraduate dental student aca-
demic program, lectures, and clini-
cal sessions in the dental School. 
he has managed to retain his 

after his marriage, Stewart 
completed his oMS residency 
training in Rochester in 1972 
after being mentored by dr. 
iranpour, who influenced him 
toward a career in academics. 
in 1972 he joined the university 
of Maryland’s faculty. Stewart 
describes the faculty as a close-
knit family being introduced to 
afternoon tea by duane devore, 
the oxford-trained Phd, and the 
spectacular Mary Mervis corned 
beef sandwich from Lexington 
Market, while dr. don Tilghman 
introduced him to the joys of 
sailing the chesapeake Bay. 

Stewart has lectured and 
mentored more than 3,000 dental  
students and 70 residents. he 
was promoted to associate 
professor in 1976 and full 
professor with tenure in 
1988. he obtained his MSc in 
pharmacology in 1986. he has 
served as program director 
for the residency in oMS at 
Johns hopkins and interim 
chairman at Maryland. he has 
been a principal investigator or 
co-investigator on 20+ grants and 
published more than 50 papers. 

we will obviously be sorry to 
see Stewart go as our senior 
faculty member and will wish him 
well in his retirement. i am hoping 
he will not leave us completely 
and may be able to continue 
to share his knowledge and 
experience with us by continuing 
to do some part time clinic 
coverage at the School clinic. 

on a personal note, i have 
had the privilege of working 
with Stewart for almost 20 years 
(although it does not seem that 
long). he has been a great friend 
and colleague and a fine role 
model. when dr. hupp departed 
from BcdS, Stewart and i were 
the only two faculty left to retain 
the entire department and we 
were successful in this endeavor 
due to Stewart’s hard work. i am 
very glad i have had the oppor-
tunity to work with him and get to 
know him. we all wish him well in 
his retirement.

patience and good humor, despite 
the frustrations of under-graduate 
teaching, for more than 30 years. 
Stewart taught the oMS residents 
dento-alveolar surgery, sedation/
anesthesia, pain control, medical 
management of patients, and for 
many years, trauma. when needed 
at night for severe infections and 
other emergencies, the residents 
always knew “dr. B.” was “Mr. 
Reliable” and available. Stewart 
published widely in his fields of 
interest of pain control, pharmacol-
ogy, and medically compromised 
patients and lectured nationally to 
scientific groups.

Raised in Brooklyn, n.Y., his 
initial interest in science fiction 
led him toward becoming an 
astronaut; however, he later 
turned to dentistry. From 1964 to 
1968 he attended dental school at 
the university of Buffalo and was 
undecided between a career in oral 
maxillofacial surgery and perio-
dontics. in 1968 during his general 
practice residency at the university 
of Rochester, he opted for oMS—
and the rest is history.

Stew met his wife, Gail, at a 
Brooklyn college fraternity party 
when he was home on vacation, 
but after a few dates they lost 
track of each other when he 
returned to school. after 4 long 
years, an act of fate reunited them 
at Thanksgiving in 1967. This 
time Stewart was not going to 
risk losing her and in a whirlwind 
courtship they were engaged 2 
days before new Year’s eve and 
married in august 1968. This 
may seem very impetuous for dr. 
Bergman, but he knew exactly 
what he was doing and he and 
Gail have been happily married for 
nearly 40 years.

4     Mdental

Dr. stewart Bergman 
announCes retirement
Department Chair Robert Ord, DDS, MD, FRCS, FACS, reflects on Bergman’s departure.

STewaRT BeRGMan
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during its 2008 conference, the american Pain Society’s 
distinguished Service award for outstanding and dedicated 
service to the aPS was awarded to Ronald Dubner, DDS, 
PhD. a past president of aPS, dubner has published 
more than 250 articles in journals and books and has 
co-authored one book and co-edited eight others. he is the 
recipient of numerous awards for research excellence and 
public health service. 

Jacquelyn Fried, RDH, MS, presented “Simulation: a 
Pathway to excellence in dental hygiene education” at 
the ModSiM world conference in September in virginia 
Beach. The event is a unique multidisciplinary international 
conference and exposition for the exchange of modeling 
and simulation knowledge, research and technology across 
industry, government, and academia. 

Sharon Gordon, PhD, received a 5-year nih T32 Training 
Grant ($709,247) from the national institute of dental 
and craniofacial Research for a combined ddS-Masters 
degree program. The dual degree Scholars Program for 
clinical oral health Research Training (ddS-cohRT) will 
offer dental students training in clinical research or public 
health by partnering with the uMB masters programs in 
clinical research (MScR) and public health (MPh) through 
the uMB Graduate School and School of Medicine. elective 
coursework for the MPh degree is also offered through 
the university of Maryland college Park School of Public 
health. dental students participating in the program will 
graduate with both degrees in 5 years. The program also 
offers a unique senior-year clinical experience in the 
General Practice Simulation and advanced education in 
General dentistry clinics. 

a second award (1 year, $75,000) pairs Gordon with and Dr. 
Tongtong Wu, statistical geneticist from the uMcP School 
of Public health, to study behavioral and molecular-genetic 
contributions to human pain experience. Dr. Jaime Brahim, 
who has newly joined the dental School faculty from the 
national institute of dental and craniofacial Research, nih, 
also serves as a collaborator on the project. 

Huakun Xu, PhD, is the principal investigator on two 
4-year grants. Maryland Stem cell Research commission 

($230,000). Stem cell delivery via injectable, nano-apatite 
Scaffolds for Bone engineering” and from the national 
institutes of health, national institute of dental and cranio-
facial Research ($1,050,000). “development of high Perfor-
mance, caries-inhibiting dental nano-Materials.”

Mark Shirtliff, PhD, reports news of two new grants. 
The first, a college Park-uMB award (1 yr, $75,000) will 
identify novel targets for antimicrobial agents against 
MRSa and other biofilm-mediated pathogens that will 
form the basis of future grant applications to nih/niaid, 
dod, and dhS. The Mciver laboratory at college Park 
will develop and perform the genetic screen system 
(TraSh), using the biofilm growth systems and animal 
models provided by the Shirtliff laboratory. a dedicated 
postdoctoral fellow, Dr. Le Breton, will form the direct 
bridge between the two groups.

The second grant is from the department of defense (2 
years, $350,000) and will identify microbial gene products 
of four species, with upregulated production in biofilms 
using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. This proposal 
will also contribute to a more complete understanding of 
the bacterial factors involved in microbial biofilm formation 
and maturation, which will enable one to create novel 
materials, surfaces, and/or disinfection strategies that 
resist or eliminate bacterial fouling and biofilm formation. 

at the spring aadR/iadR meeting in dallas, Ke Ren, PhD, 
presented Trigeminal Transition Zone and deep orofacial 
Pain during the symposia titled “TMJ Pain Mechanisms.”

at its annual Brain awareness week conference, the 
President of the Society for neuroscience presented Norbert 
Myslinski, PhD, with a special achievement award for his 
vital contributions and leadership to neuroscience education. 
This unique award recognizes his work with pre-college 
students on a local, national, and international level.

Jin Ro, PhD, received a $1.8 million award for “Sex-differences 
in peripheral opioid receptor mechanisms,” a 5-year project 
that examines novel mechanisms that may underlie sexual 
dimorphism in peripheral opioid receptor effects in the context 
of inflammatory muscle pain conditions. 

AWARDS & PRESENTATIONS

SCHooL NeWS
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Stohler, Enwonwu, and Students     
      honored at NDA Conference

aT The 95Th annuaL naTionaL denTaL 
aSSociaTion convenTion, held in detroit July 
25-30, dean christian S. Stohler and Professor 
cyril o enwonwu were each recognized 
during separate awards presentations. 
enwonwu received the nda Foundation/
colgate-Palmolive Faculty Recognition award 
for Research. The award, which came with 
an engraved plaque and $750, was based 
on criteria that included ongoing research, 
publications, presentations at scientific 
and professional meetings, and promotion 
of research for students and colleagues. 
Professor enwonwu was distinguished for his 
ongoing breakthrough research on noma. 

dean Stohler received a Special Recognition 
award at the President’s Gala, presented for “years of service and 
significant contributions to the national dental association.” 

Several students from the dental School attended this year’s event, along 
with faculty, alumni, and the administration. Maryland’s Student national 
dental association received the award for outstanding student chapter.

during the meeting, the nda executive board agreed to convene its 
98th convention (July 2011) in Baltimore.

SCHooL NeWSSCHooL NeWS

alison Riddle-Fletcher (fourth from left) and nathan Fletcher (center) are flanked by Maryland dental students and recent alumni.

“ We were very happy to recognize Dr. Cyril enwonwu with an award for his contribution to the profession 

by bringing greater knowledge about the condition known as Noma.  We applaud his ongoing efforts to 

reach out to rid the world of disease through that knowledge. It was my personal pleasure to bestow a 

National Dental Association Special Recognition Award to Dr. Christian Stohler for his commitment to the 

mission of the NDA We look forward to working with Dr. Stohler for many years to come.“
—DR. NAtHAN FLetCHeR, 2008 NDA PReSIDeNt
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Founders Week 2008
october 20-24, the university celebrated Founders week, which included annual activities such as the student cookout (Dean 

Christian Stohler helped serve hungry students), the faculty & staff luncheon, the dean’s state-of-the-school address, and the 

university gala. Donors such as Harry Dressel Jr., DDS; Maurice Lussier, DDS; and Vincent Mossiman, bien Air president, who 

generously provided transformational gifts were honored at a pre-gala reception and received awards from uMb President  

David J. Ramsay. Dental student bryan kitahara addressed the gala audience on the significance of the bien Air gift.
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Founders Week 2008: black-tie Gala
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neaR The FRench BoRdeR in SwiTZeRLand, MoRe 
than 80% of high-end watches are created by 
masters of the craft in the area known as ‘watch 
valley’ in Jura. in the heart of watch valley sits 
the manufacturing plants of Bien air Medical 
Technologies, which. has its headquarters nearby 

in Bienne. The location is fitting, as the precision 
and attention to detail that goes into making Swiss 
time-pieces are the same attributes needed for each 
dental handpiece the company is known for.

a recent visit to the manufacturing plants and 
headquarters provided an inside view of the expertise 

The Timeless  
Value of Precision

tHe DeNtAL SCHooL eNJoyS A SPeCIAL ReLAtIoNSHIP WItH bIeN-AIR, 

tHe SWISS-bASeD CoMPANy tHAt MANuFACtuReS eLeCtRIC MotoRS 

AND HANDPIeCeS. By Regina Lavette davis
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The software easily creates a 3-d virt-
ual image that is translated to the 
milling machine for fabrication. Their 
latest system can mill 10 different 
types of materials (including titanium 
and chrome), and machine up to 14 ele- 
ments on one blank.

according to denis cuendet, head 
of the laboratory section, “we are 
focusing on service, developing new 
products, and providing a range of 
clinical solutions.” also, cuendet 
states that they are able to “avoid 
gaps, particles, bacteria, and other 
periodontic problems” that may ensue 
from an ill-fabricated restoration. To 
ensure the quality of the products, 
they use radio frequency identification 
technology by reading a special code 
inside the blank to verify the quality, 
composition, and shape of material 
used for the restoration. in this way, 
providers and patients are assured 
that no substandard or inferior 
products are introduced. all of these 
factors, says cuendet, speak to their 
concern for patient care and safety.

A Relationship for Success
Getting the handpieces to the School  
was the simple part of the equation. 
naturally, students who were accus- 
tomed to using less delicate instru-
ments initially hit a few stumbling blocks 
as they learned to develop a gentle hand 
to use the devices. overall, students 
have noticed a benefit in the Bien air 
models over traditional handpieces.

“The handpieces are quiet and 

and process that leads to developing 
the instruments used by the dental 
School to train students and provide 
optimal patient care. Like  
watches, Bien air’s instruments contain  
many small, delicate parts that inter-
lock like intricate puzzle pieces. 

when the School located to its 
new facility, with unique digital 
equipment and unparalleled 
technology, the choice for supplying 
handpieces was Bien air. The order 
they received was the largest from 
any school at that time. For example, 
the u.S. military ordered 500 MX 
handpiece motors and the dental 
School placed an initial order for 
650 motors. 

A Solution-Focused Philosophy
along with attention to detail, customer  
service is at the cornerstone of the 
Bien-air philosophy.  one of the com-
pany’s tenets is to never promise or  
make product statements that have not 
been verified as completely accurate, 
which they say, pays off for all con-
cerned in the long term. Their goal is to 
simplify the work for customers while 
assuring patient safety and satisfaction. 

Last year, the Food and drug admin-
istration (Fda)  issued a warning on 
dental and surgical handpieces that 
followed a series of reports of patients 
burned from the devices. Bien-air, 
however, uses a patented system that 
reduces the risk of burns because the 
units have failsafe mechanisms to 
prevent overheating. a team of Fda 

representatives visited the School in 
2008 and were impressed by the lack 
of such injuries in the clinics and by 
the high standards of technology and 
efficiency. 

in determining the best solutions for 
their customers, for example, the MX 
motor uses quick connections, and 
covers all speeds needed in standard 
dental procedures. according to the 
company, the failure rate for the units, 
which are waterproof and can be fully 
autoclaved, is below 0.1%.

walking through the factories, one 
gets the sense that the staff are highly 
appreciated and take pride in their 
work. each instrument goes through  
a series of checks and double-checks. 
Microscopes are used to inspect each 
piece and workers review every item to  
ensure there is not a single rough edge. 

in the special “clean Room” no 
particles, dust, etc., can get in during 
the final assembly.  anyone stepping 
into the area—visiting journalists 
included—must don caps, gowns, 
gloves, and special foot covers. This  
controlled environment has dramatically  
increased the quality of the motors and  
enhanced the success of the company. 

in addition to the motors and instru-
ments, the company is advancing the  
technology of cadcam systems, 
which is another key product that has 
changed the way dentistry is taught 
and practiced.  dental restorations, 
such as crowns and bridges, require 
the highest standards to ensure the 
proper size and fit for each patient. 

Above, from left: Each piece is carefully inspected; Handpieces go through rigorous testing. 
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patients are less apprehensive and 
fearful when we begin to prep the 
teeth,” says fourth-year student Bryan  
J. kitahara, who adds, “The handpieces 
have universal application, because 
the same motor and angle can be 
used for high-speed and slow-speed 
applications with the press of a button.  
They can also be used for rotary endo-
dontics, so that only one handpiece 
and motor is necessary for access and 
instrumentation.”

an appreciation of the rigors assoc-
iated with constant use by students 
and faculty in an educational and 
clinical setting was evident from the 
start of the company’s association with  
the School. 

“our relationship has always been 
as a partner rather than vendor,”  
says arthur Mateen, branch manager 
for Bien-air uSa. “Before proposing 
a solution, we sat down with the fac-
ulty, administration, and students and 
listened to their needs and became 
aware of the pressures placed on the  
educational environment.  we came 
up with a solution that provides the  
flexibility of using one system depart- 
ment wide, which provides a sub- 
stantial cost savings.  we also felt it  
was our duty to participate in provid-
ing care to undeserved children by 
donating the best equipment for such 
a worthy cause.”

Students now use special trays to 
assist them when transporting the 
handpieces, which has substantially 
diminished the number of instruments 

Above: A technician can create a 3-D image. 
Right: Numerous safety controls are in place at 
the factory.
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learn and modify our product based 
on the feedback provided by the 
students and faculty.  we believe de- 
veloping a product that will sustain 
over 4-year period in a high-use 
environment is very beneficial for our 
commercial business,” he says.

Through its partnership with Bien air,  
the dental School remains a leader in  
innovative education and care. Today, 
sales of micromotors is one of the 
fastest growing segments of the dental  
market in the united States. 

Partnering with a company in watch 
valley makes perfect sense, as the 
School masters innovations that keep 
us ahead of our time.

that have been damaged. The initial 
order for the School was actually a 
gift-in-kind, which dean christian 
Stohler has acknowledged many times  
as evidence of the company’s commit-
ment to institution’s vision.

“The in-kind donation of $2.9 million  
was not only great, it was transfor-
mational, moving dentistry from tradi-
tional air-driven (noisy, minimally 
controllable) to computer-controlled 
instruments at uMB.”

in fact, this commitment was honored  
during the university’s 2008 Founders 
week celebration during a special trib- 
ute during the gala. Bien-air President 
vincent Mosimann received a special  

plate in appreciation for the company’s  
continued partnership with the dental 
School. “i am proud of our quality, as  
well as our ability to listen to customers  
like the dental School. i think it’s great  
what the School has done here. i’m 
impressed,” he says.

The relationship between the School  
and Bien-air is, of course, mutually 
beneficial, as Mateen points out. “it 
provides us with a unique venue, un- 
paralleled anywhere else, to confirm  
the commercial viability of our products.  
The dental School environment, with 
its constant flow of new students, 
allows us to test our products unlike 
anywhere else.  we have been able to  

Top: Microscopes help verify the quality of each part. 
Bottom: An example of the ‘blank’ and the reulting restorative piece using the CadCam technology.
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           and 
       reFoCuseD

NeW DePARtMeNtAL StRuCtuReS ALIGN CoRe ReSeARCH AReAS

according to dean christian Stohler, this very significant 
re-engineering addresses the School’s core areas of 
research: microbiology, pain, and cancer. areas where 
there may have been overlaps or parallel research concerns 
across departments are now fine tuned into a new structure 
that places the strengths of the researchers in a more 
suitable context. 

By Regina Lavette davis

Making a Good Thing Better 
unlike many reorganizations that are often necessitated  
by dysfunction or lack of productivity, the new structure was 
largely due to the broad success of the BMS department. “The 
consolidation of the ‘cancer researchers’ in the old pathology, 
oral medicine, oral diagnosis, and radiology components 
with the former BMS department into a single department 

tHe NeW ACADeMIC yeAR WAS uSHeReD IN WItH AN exCItING DeVeLoPMeNt IN tHe 

ReSeARCH AReNA. tWo-ReSeARCH INteNSIVe DePARtMeNtS: bIoMeDICAL SCIeNCeS (bMS) 

AND DIAGNoStIC SCIeNCeS & PAtHoLoGy WeRe ReStRuCtuReD to beCoMe tHRee NeW 

DIVISIoNS: MICRobIAL PAtHoGeNeSIS, CHAIReD by PAtRIk bAVoIL, PHD; NeuRAL AND 

PAIN SCIeNCeS (NPS), CHAIReD by JoeL D. GReeNSPAN, PHD; oNCoLoGy AND DIAGNoStIC 

SCIeNCeS, Co-CHAIReD (INteRIM) by ReNty FRANkLIN, PHD, AND beRNARD LeVy, PHD.

DePARtMeNt NeWS

SteVe SPARtANA
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each other with the sharing of expertise in these specific 
pathways,” he says. 

Paving Distinct Paths 
with the niches now firmly established, each department has 
clearly defined its goals to keep the pendulum in an upswing. 
For the oncology group, Franklin says their primary goal is 
to capitalize on the concentration of cancer research and 
clinical expertise in a single department and to build on joint 
resources that have been created by the reorganization. he 
says “the combination of oral medicine with basic science 
cancer research will provide a unique research opportunity 
that may not exist anywhere else in the country.” 

although Bavoil says he prefers a small department, which 
encourages a more collegial nature, he would like to recruit 
two or three more faculty to his team. “a strong research 
enterprise is also a model for analytical, quantitative and 
critical thinking that can only benefit students, including 
dental students, who become exposed to it. That our 
department is not specifically engaged in oral research 
tends to raise eyebrows. however, this is a short sighted 
reaction as the modern dentist will necessarily receive 
training beyond oral/dental health. Bugs don’t stop at the 
teeth, and conversely, oral health is more and more revealed 

to be intimately linked to systemic health. The same critical 
thinking that is the nerve of outstanding research is also the 
nerve of evidence-based dentistry.”

Like the other departments, the nPS foci are research 
and teaching. however, Greenspan has a clear objective for 
research. “our primary research goal is to be a worldwide 
recognized center for pain and sensorimotor research.  
This goal includes basic and clinical science, as well as the  
translation of basic science advances to clinical application,” 
he says. The teaching goals, he says, are twofold. For dental 
students, the goal is to provide the best education possible 
in the scientific underpinnings of biomedicine as it relates to 
dentistry. For those with an interest in neuroscience, he says 
the goal is to “provide the best education possible in the 
conduct of science and the field of neuroscience.”

along with a clear sense of purpose, several unique 
leveraging points have been identified by these leaders as  
well. on the ninth floor, which coincidentally boasts a great  
view of the uMB Biopark, Bavoil says it is “a beehive of acti-
vity” of his strongest asset: “Talented postdoctoral fellows, 
and graduate students from the various GPiLS programs are 
attracted to our labs, not just for the view, but because we 
are doing exciting research, because our faculty are young 
and dynamic faculty that are already well established in their 
respective fields, because our labs are by-and-large well 

will mean the creation of a critical mass of research interest 
and clinical resources,” says Franklin. he adds that his 
new department is better able to take advantage of more 
translational research funding opportunities.

The reorganization from the BMS department was echoed 
by Greenspan. “The departmental reorganization grew out  
of the extremely successful department of Biomedical Sci- 
ences. BMS’s growth, under the direction of dr. Ron dubner  
[former chair], led to three well-developed research 
specialties,” he says, adding that those core areas “grew  
to the point that they could function as autonomous depart-
ments, allowing for more focused activities.”

The nPS department encompasses the field of neurosci-
ence, with particular emphasis on pain. “This is a scientific 
area of longstanding and critical importance to dentistry, as 
well as other areas of medicine. The dental School will be 
recognized as the first, and so far only, school with such a 
department,” says Greenspan.

in the microbiology area, the change signals a “renewal 
or rebirth of the research enterprise at the School. we 
are building on strength acquired under the leadership of 
Ron dubner in the old dept of BMS,” says Bavoil. he also 
sees the change as a positive development for a more 
research-enriched curriculum based on pain, cancer, and 
microbiology themes.

The new chairs have already noticed how 
these changes have positively affected 
their departments. For some, a key benefit 
lies in the more autonomous nature of the 
new areas. “Strength is always gained 
from being independent, particularly for 
a smaller department such as microbial 
pathogenesis,” says Bavoil, who explains 
that his team is chiefly concerned with the molecular and 
cellular basis of infectious disease, is the foundation on 
which vaccines and therapeutic and diagnostic methods 
can be built. “it is the science of knowing what one is 
up against during an infection at a molecular or cellular 
level of details. Microbial pathogenesis is translational 
by definition.”

Likewise, the newfound independence signals opportuni-
ties for other departments on campus to become more aware 
of the attributes of each division. as Greenspan observes, 
“By raising the visibility of neuroscience and pain research, 
nPS will garner greater attention from interested parties out-
side the School and university.

The alignment of similar research proficiencies under one  
umbrella can also lead to a more fruitful enterprise. accord- 
ing to Franklin, the change “makes it easier to take advan-
tage of the available cancer research expertise in the new 
department. it will engender significant cross fertilization  
of ideas and projects.” as an example, he says there are 
specific signaling pathways under investigation for head  
and neck cancer and cancers of squamous cells in the former 
pathology department. “These same pathways are very likely 
operable in other cancers (such as prostate cancer, which 
was the focus of research in the former BMS department). 
“The merger of the two cancer research groups will benefit 

“ talented postdoctoral fellows, and 
graduate students from the various GPILS 
programs are attracted to our labs.”  

PaTRik BavoiL, Phd
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Similar partnerships, Bavoil says, can be found in the labs 
of drs. Mark Strauch, diana oram and ernst. another success 
can be found in the electron microscope facility, which, in 
less than a year since it opened under the leadership of dr. 
Ruching hsia, has already established itself as the premier 
research-oriented eM facility on campus.

“The collaborations with our department and the depart- 
ment of Microbiology and immunology in the School of 
Medicine are catalyzed by the close relationship between the 
two chairs—dr. Jim kaper and myself. Jim was instrumental in 
bringing me to uMB,” he adds. 

The positions that the faculty hold outside of the dental 
School can also play an essential role in creating a context 
that drives collaborations. according to Greenspan, “all 
the faculty in nPS are also faculty in the uMB Graduate 
Program in Life Sciences (GPiLS) and the uMB Program 
in neuroscience. Several of these faculty members have 
collaborative projects involving peers in other schools in 
uMB or at other universities.” on-campus collaborations, 
he says, includes the department of diagnostic Radiology 
in the School of Medicine (Greenspan and dr. Maureen 
Stone), and the schools of nursing (Gordon and dr. 
Richard Traub) and pharmacy (Gordon). off-campus 
collaborations include college Park’s School of Public 
health (Gordon), the university of Pittsburgh’s medical 
school (dr. norman capra and Traub), Johns hopkins 
medical school (Greenspan, Grace, and dr. Mankyo 
chung), Georgia State university (Traub), and the national 
cancer institute, national institutes of health (Gordon). 

Franklin says members of his department have appoint-
ments in the Greenebaum cancer center, which funded a  
grant for the prostate cancer group of the oncology 
department for a project to investigate prostatic fluid 
zinc and citrate levels as biomarkers for prostate cancer. 
“we are collaborating with dr. dave Parker at durham 
university in the united kingdom and dr. Mohamed 
desouki at the Medical university of South carolina on the 
development of citrate and zinc biomarkers for prostate 
cancer. we also have a collaboration with dr. John 
kurhanewicz at the university of california San Francisco 
to detect prostate cancer and metabolic changes with 
cancer,” he says. 

These changes in the departments are designed 
to create long-range benefits to enrich the faculty, 
advance the science, and give students a more enhanced 
perspective of modern research. with research, as in 
other pursuits, it often takes the minds of many to 
achieve a single answer.

funded, and because we are publishing well and in high-
impact journals.“

he notes the recent recruitment of dr. Robert ernst, from 
the university of washington, whom Bavoil notes “could 
have gone practically anywhere, including some highly 
reputed medical schools.” The decision to come to the 
dental School, Bavoil says, is a testament to 
the success of the research-based program. 

For certain types of cancers, such as 
head and neck and oral cancer, Franklin 
says that “the new department structure 
will bring together unique resources and a 
unique patient population that will allow for 
innovative research in cancer early detection 
and prevention.” in the area of development of 
biomarkers for oral cancer, the oral medicine 
component of the new department’s structure could provide 
patient samples at very early stages “that make definitive 
diagnosis impossible using today’s standards criteria.”

what makes the nPS department “somewhat unusual” 
according to Greenspan is having faculty who are not just 
scientists, but also clinical specialists (e.g., dr. edward 
Grace and dr. Sharon Gordon), despite the group’s 
evolution from a basic science department. “Thus, you 
could say we are refashioning the model of departmental 
organization in the School so the departments will not 
be strictly basic science versus clinical. we have an 
exceptionally strong complement of pain researchers,” 
says Greenspan. “our faculty study pain mechanisms at 
multiple levels, from molecules to whole systems and 
clinical studies. This provides for faculty and staff with 
a variety of scientific and technical expertise to work 
together and interact in ways that they can learn and 
benefit from one another’s skills and knowledge.”

Collaborations Make a Difference
no matter how focused and excellent the level of research, 
the ability to move forward to advance the science 
depends on collaborations internal and external to the 
departments, the School, and the campus. Fortunately, the 
departments continue to enjoy and expand in their areas 
of collaborative investigations.

“Before the restructure, our labs already had a network of 
collaborations on and off campus. as chair, i will continue to 
encourage new and optimize existing collaborations. For  
instance, my own laboratory has collaborations with sci-
entists in europe, china, and australia, and closer to home, 
with the institute for Genome Science at the School of 
Medicine,” says Bavoil.

Bavoil cites dr. Mark Shirtliff’s collaborations with the 
School of Medicine, college Park, the university of Missouri 
and beyond as an example of great collaborations. Shirtliff 
says he is working with the institute for Genomic Sciences 
on a number of microbial studies, including speciation of 
bacterial populations in non-healing wounds, speciation 
of bacterial populations and correlation with clinical prop-
erties in cystic fibrosis patients, and speciation and in vitro 
modeling of microbial biofilms of the human vagina.

“ our faculty study pain mechanisms 
at multiple levels, from molecules to 
whole systems and clinical studies.”  

JoeL d. GReenSPan, Phd
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Meenakshi Chellaiah, PhD

TiTLE: associate Professor

iN THE DENTAL SCHOOL SiNCE: 2000

RESEARCH: My lab focuses our research efforts on 
studying how bone cells (osteoclasts) and cancer 
cells (prostate cancer and human melanoma cells) use 
adhesive feet-like structures to migrate. This occurs 
during the bone breakdown process (bone resorption) or 
invasion/metastasis. we study the mechanisms of actin 
cytoskeletal regulation in the processes of cell migration 
and bone resorption. My lab uses different biochemical, 
cellular, and molecular approaches to understand 
the regulatory mechanisms of cell migration. My lab 
discovered that overactive osteoclasts or cancer cells can 
cause osteoporosis.

Studies from my lab have the potential to provide 
leads for the pharmacological control of cell migration to 
combat osteoporosis and cancer-induced bone loss. 
This may also open up new and elegant strategies 
to manipulate osteoclast bone resorption that 
occurs during periodontitis. Postdoctoral fellows 
dr. Samanna venkatesababa and dr. Tao Ma and 
graduate students dr. Bhavik desai and Brian 
Robertson) contributed to these studies. 

GRANTS: Since 1998, “Regulation of Signaling in 
osteoclast Bone Resorption,” has been funded by  
the national institute of arthritis and Musculoskeletal  
diseases ($1,193,314). 

COLLABORATiONS: national and international collaborations 
have provided valuable resources necessary to 
conduct current research: chemical compounds (e.g., 
bisphosphonates), dna constructs, and gene knockout 
mice for gelsolin, osteopontin, cd44, and l-plastin 
proteins. collaboration include the following scientists and 
institutions: dr. Michael Rogers (university of aberdeen, 

Foresterhill, aberdeen, uk), 
dr. Shuh narumiah (kyoto 
university, Faculty of Medicine 
kyoto, Japan), dr. Jayne Lesley 
(The Salk institute), dr. david 
denhardt (Rutgers university 
nelson Laboratories), dr. 
heinz Furthmayr (Stanford 
university School of 
Medicine), dhan kuppuswamy 
(South carolina uSa), dr. 
Steven Zhan (department of 
Pathology, center for vascular 
and inflammatory diseases, 
university of Maryland), and 
dr. Susan Rittling (harvard 
dental School). 

By collaborating with various scientists, i can discuss 
ideas and sharpen my knowledge of the cutting-edge 

research occurring within this field. The dental School 
and its students benefit from the collaborations that their 
professors make with outside schools and organizations. 
collaborations help to maintain the top notch reputation 
of the School and allow scientists to exchange ideas and 
products to facilitate each other’s research efforts. without 
this exchange, progress within the field of bone/cancer 
science would slow drastically. By working together, 
we can move the field forward and achieve much more. 
in addition, collaborations are necessary to create a 

tHe RANGe oF ReSeARCH eNteRPRISeS IN tHe SCHooL ARe DIVeRSe, CoLLAboRAtIVe, AND 

NoVeL INVeStIGAtIoNS tHAt ARe uNRAVeLING CoMPLex PRobLeMS. SeVeRAL ReSeARCHeRS 

ARe oN tHe CuttING eDGe oF ReSoLVING tHeSe SCIeNtIFIC CHALLeNGeS.

“ Collaborations help to maintain the  
top-notch reputation of the School...”  

MeenakShi cheLLaiah

Meenakshi Chellaiah

FACuLty

By Regina Lavette davis
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grant application with a multi-disciplinary approach. The 
synergy of ideas created by collaborating accelerated the 
advancement of science within this field. 

REFLECTS OuR ViSiON & MiSSiON BECAuSE: The 
university of Maryland dental School seeks to graduate 
exceptional oral health care professionals and to 
contribute to the scientific basis of treatment for diseases 
of the orofacial complex. a strong understanding of 
how bone cells function is crucial to the education of 
dental professionals. The research findings from my 
lab have been incorporated into my lectures to provide 
recent information on how bacterial infection can lead to 
bone loss at the molecular level. i am assigned to give 
lectures on topics such as bone cells, bone remodeling, 
structure of the bone and signaling mechanisms. in my 
lectures, i have included some of the recent technical 
developments in signaling mechanisms and their role in 
osteoclast function and other cell functions in general. 
extra emphasis has been given on the signaling mech-
anisms by which bacterial infection can lead to soft and 
hard tissue loss during periodontitis. Students gain basic 
and applied knowledge when they learn about the results 
from our labs. 

MENTORSHiP: i mentor graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents as well as post-doctoral fellows in my lab.

REWARDS: Mentoring research students and observing 
them achieve their academic goals is a highly rewarding  
aspect of working in the research profession. high 
school, undergraduate (from uMBc and villa Julie 
college), and dental students obtained research training 
from my laboratory. Students’ research outcomes were 
published in peer-reviewed journals and they were given 
co-authorship in these publications. it is very fulfilling for 
me to have these students learn modern research meth-
odologies in my lab and develop an interest in biomedical 
research and blossom into competent professionals in 
the biomedical field. also, i enjoy sharing my research 
with the national and international scientific community. 
i have had the honor of presenting my work at various 
universities and international meetings. The opportunity 

to develop new techniques and explore the fascinating 
aspects of bone/cancer science is an aspect  
of research that is inherently rewarding.  

Radi Masri, BDS, MS, PhD

TiTLE: assistant Professor (dental School and School  
of Medicine)

iN THE DENTAL SCHOOL SiNCE: 2001 

RESEARCH iNTERESTS: 
Biomedical research that 
concern with mechanisms 
of chronic pain in the 
central nervous system and 
methods of treatment. i 
also teach in the Graduate 
Prosthodontics Program

GRANTS: i just started 
my own lab, with funding 
from startup funds from 
the dean’s office and 
from a grant from the uMB 
organized Research center 
on Persistent Pain. i am in 
the process of submitting an 
application for funding from the nih.

COLLABORATiONS: i am collaborating with dr. asaf 
keller in the department of anatomy and neurobiology 
in the School of Medicine. in the dental School, there is 
ongoing collaboration with drs. norman capra and Jin 
Ro. These interactions are very important, especially for 
brainstorming. it generates many ideas that help shape 
the research program we are conducting and makes the 
experience of research more exciting and interesting.

REFLECTS OuR ViSiON & MiSSiON BECAuSE: The research i 
am conducting is aimed at providing relief from conditions 
that currently has no treatment. This affects a large 
percentage of the population and in agreement with the 
school mission of public service. Further, the collaborative 
efforts with the School of Medicine help integrate the 
dental School within the broader campus. The research 
that is conducted in my lab, together with that of all the 
investigators in the School is aimed at enforcing the 
position of the School and the university as one of the 
leading teaching and research institutes in the country. 

MENTORSHiP: i mentor 10 masters students in the 

Radi Masri“ the school provides an  
outstanding environment for 
neuroscience and pain scientists.”  

Radi MaSRi
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Prosthodontics Residency program and one Phd student 
in the Graduate Program for Life Sciences.”

REWARDS: There are many rewarding aspects, but the 
most is the satisfaction that comes from teaching. 
also rewarding is the challenge of trying to understand 
complex neurobiological interactions and finding answers 
to them.

Silvia Montaner, PhD, MPH

TiTLE: assistant Professor 

iN THE DENTAL SCHOOL SiNCE: 2005

RESEARCH: we are focused in the study of kaposi’s sarcoma 
(kS), the most common tumor seen in aidS patients and the 
leading pediatric cancer in some countries, such as those in 
sub-Sahara africa. kS is a vascular tumor that affects different 
tissues, including the oral mucosa. indeed, kS is sometimes 
first diagnosed by dentists when they find kS lesions in 
the oral cavity. This tumor is caused by infection with the 
kShv/hhv8 virus. one kShv gene, vGPcR, is responsible for 
causing kS development. of interest, saliva is known to be a 
reservoir for this human herpesvirus.

in our lab, we are interested in studying the molecular 
mechanisms used by the kShv vGPcR gene to cause  
kaposi’s sarcoma. we use in vitro and in vivo approaches. in 
particular, we have developed a high throughput transgenic 
mouse model in which we can express different genes in the 
vascular endothelium of mice using retroviral transduction. 
another interesting thing about studying the molecular 
pathogenesis of kS, is that this vascular tumor is a very 
valuable model for pathological angiogenesis.

GRANTS: we have a 5-year, $1.4 million grant from the nationai 
cancer institute for “Molecular Targets for the Prevention and 
Treatment of kaposi’s Sarcoma,” which will identify molecular 
targets for the prevention and treatment of kS. 

COLLABORATiONS: key collaborations are ongoing with 
dr. kevan M. Shokat at the department of cellular and 
Molecular Pharmacology, university of california, San 
Francisco; Brendan Manning at department of Genetics 
and complex diseases, harvard university; Ronald 
dePinho, dana Farber cancer institute; and Silvio Gutkind, 
nidcR, nih.

REFLECTS OuR ViSiON & MiSSiON BECAuSE: we are 
particularly interested in answering questions related to 
oral cancer. in particular, we are interested in studying 
the molecular pathogenesis of kS with the goal of finding 

novel molecular-based 
therapies for this tumor  
in addition, as a model for 
pathological angiogenesis, 
the study of kS may help  
us understand the molecular 
mechanisms involved in 
pathological angiogenesis, 
an event associated with  
the development of all  
solid tumors.

MENTORSHiP: i have five 
people in my lab, a research 
specialist, a postdoctoral 
fellow, two graduate students 
engaged the Phd program, and 
a second-year medical student.

REWARDS: Finding better treatments for cancer patients. 
For example, we have identified that the akt/TSc/mToR  
pathway is one of the key signaling pathways activated 
by kShv vGPcR to cause kS. Today, rapamycin (an mToR 
inhibitor) is successfully used in the treatment of patients 
with kS.

 
Ke Ren, PhD

TiTLE: Professor 

iN THE DENTAL SCHOOL SiNCE: 1995

RESEARCH: Pain mechanisms.

GRANTS:  Glial-cytokine-neuronal interactions in the 
Mechanisms of Persistent Pain, 2008-13,  $1,093,750; 
Mechanisms of Persistent Temporo-mandibular Pain, 
$1,125,000 (Pi); central glia/cytokines and descending 
facilitation in neuropathic pain; 2007-12; $1,125,000; 
co-investigator (Pi: dr. Feng wei); descending modulation 
of behavioral hyperalgesia after injury; $1,125,000; 
co-investigator (P.i. Ronald dubner).

COLLABORATiONS: i have been collaborating with dr. 
Berman, dr. Lao, and dr. Zhang of the department of Family 
Medicine in the School of Medicine to conduct research 
on the mechanisms of acupuncture. in addition, there is 
collaborative research conducted with drs. alla khodorova 
and Gary Strichartz from the Pain Research center, 
department of anesthesiology, Brigham & women’s hospital, 
at harvard university. The study of cutaneous innervation 
and the effect of inflammation and hyperalgesia is another 
area of investigation with dr. Frank Rice of albany Medical 

Silvia Montaner
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college. Two international 
projects include collaboration 
with dr. koichi iwata from the 
department of Physiology, 
School of dentistry, nihon 
university, Tokyo, Japan, on 
trigeminal pain processing and 
with dr. k. noguchi of hyogo 
Medical university, Japan, 
to study the dorsal column 
pathways and neuropathic 
pain.

The active interaction with 
other laboratories facilitates 
the progress in research and 
helps to establish and  

maintain the reputation of the university as a leading 
academic institution in the world.

REFLECTS OuR ViSiON & MiSSiON BECAuSE: My research is 
consistent with mission of the School to be an educational 
institute involved in biomedical research. The projects on 
orofacial pain mechanisms are particularly relevant.

MENTORSHiP: Yes.

THE REWARDS: The outcome will benefit patients suffering 
from chronic pain disorders.

Jin Ro, PhD

TiTLE: associate Professor; course director for oral and  
Motor Function

iN THE DENTAL SCHOOL SiNCE: 1998 

RESEARCH SPECiALTy: My research focuses on neurobiology 
of acute and persistent craniofacial muscle pain. in addition to 
research activities i am involved in teaching various dental and 
postgraduate courses. i serve as a course director for oral and 
Motor Function course offered to postgraduate students.

GRANTS: Two projects are funded by the national institute 
of dental and craniofacial Research. The first examines the 
pro-nociceptive and pro-inflammatory role of peripherally 
localized excitatory amino acid receptors. we are using a 
multidisciplinary approach to study functional contribution 
of these receptors under acute and persistent muscle 
pain conditions. The second (for $1.8 million) focuses on 
examining novel mechanisms by which sex-differences 
in peripherally applied opioid agonists are expressed in 
the context of inflammatory pain conditions. The central 

hypotheses of this project 
are that sex-differences in 
peripheral opioid receptor 
mechanisms are expressed 
at multiple levels in primary 
afferent signaling process 
and injury or inflammation 
differentially impacts 
peripheral opioid receptor 
signaling between the sexes. 

REFLECTS OuR ViSiON & 
MiSSiON BECAuSE:  
The dental School has 
broad and cross-disciplinary 
research programs in a 
number of thematic research 
areas related to oral and craniofacial biology. in additions, 
there are departmental, university-wide, and regional 
resources that will facilitate growth of individual research 
scientists. The School provides an outstanding environment 
for neuroscience and pain scientists. with a recent 
reorganization of basic science departments that emphasizes 
the strength of neuroscience and pain, my research programs 
fit in perfectly with the vision of the School and the change 
will further support our goal to establish a world renowned-
muscle pain research laboratory here in the dental School. i 
feel confident that we can continue to play a valuable role in 
this respect and serve scientific and academic communities at 
the uMB dental School.

THE REWARDS: To provide novel findings that help unravel 
mechanisms involved in etiology and pathology of many 
chronic pain conditions that affect a large percentage of 
the population. These findings advance the field and lead 
to developing rational and evidence-based treatment and 
management for many pain patients. in the past  
few years, we have introduced several animal behavioral 
models that can be used to test mechanism-based hypo- 
theses in the development and maintenance of painful 
conditions involving craniofacial deep tissues. using these 
novel and innovative tools with more innovative ideas, 
we hope to continue to provide important scientific infor-
mation that will ultimately benefit chronic pain patients.

MENTORSHiP: over the years i have had a number of 
students at various levels (high school, college, dental, 
graduate students, and a visiting professor) rotate through 
my lab. currently, i am mentoring a graduate student from 
Pin in GPiL program, a ddS/Phd student, a third-year 
dental student, and a postdoctoral fellow.

Jin RoKe Ren
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example, alumni who have private practices can donate 
their services to patients as an incentive for them, in turn, 
to make a cash contribution to the dental School. Patients 
can express their gratitude for exceptional care by making a 
gift to the School in honor of a dentist. Many of our alumni 
have strong corporate relationships with their vendors. now 
is a good time to encourage vendors to give back to their 
communities by making an in-kind or cash gift to the dental 
School. each scenario provides a tax benefit to the donor. 
Finally, everyone can donate their time. our graduates and 
others have a great opportunity to volunteer through the 
dean’s Faculty program. 

it is my belief that we will weather this financial storm. 
until then, our commitment to giving back to those 
institutions that have contributed to our educational and 
professional formation is “self-determining.” i look forward 
to working with our alumni to “think outside the box” in 
their effort to express compassion for the many lives that 
are touched by the dental School. if you are interested in 
exploring new ways to give, please feel free to contact the 
office of development and alumni affairs at 410-706-7148.  

  
Marcelena S. holmes
chief development officer

diScuSSionS ReGaRdinG ouR FRaGiLe econoMY aRe 
front and center as we approach the holiday season. Many  
of my fellow colleagues express great trepidation about 
world markets and their potential adverse effects on 
charitable giving. Past giving trends indicate that economic 
recession is usually a precursor to decline in charitable 
contributions. although hostile financial climates produce 
negative impacts on philanthropy, they do not change the 
heartfelt compassion of those who view giving as a means 
to fulfilling their life’s purpose. holocaust survivor and psych- 
iatrist viktor Frankl articulates this idea with great eloquence  
in his book, Man’s Search for Meaning. he writes:

“A human being is not one thing among others; 
things determine each other, but man is ultimately self-
determining.  What he becomes—within the limits of 
endowment and environment—he has made out of himself.  
In the concentration camps, for example, in this living 
laboratory and on this testing ground, we watched and 
witnessed some of our comrades behave like swine while 
others behaved like saints.  Man has both potentialities 
within himself; which one is actualized depends on 
decisions but not on conditions.”

There are many ways to give to institutions that are 
making a difference in the lives of others. as the new chief 
development officer, one of my objectives is to help donors 
discover innovative ways to give back to the School. For 

DeFining moments  
        in philanthropy

This spring, the dental School welcomed Marcelena holmes as its new chief development officer. 
She brings with her years of fundraising experience and innovative approaches to creating  
meaningful donor opportunities.

MaRceLena hoLMeS

DeVeLoPMeNt
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laborative efforts with other health professionals 
and organizations, and demonstrating sensitivity 
to addressing the needs of special populations. 
his career has exemplified the public health 
philosophy of service to communities. For more 
than 30 years, he has been a leader in dental 
public health at the local, state, and national 
levels. in addition to directing the dental public 
health activities of a large urban county health 
department, he has been the president of his 
local dental society and has served as chair of 
the board of the dental health Foundation and 
of the oral health Section of the american Public 
health association.
 
1976
Lewis S. Libby iii, DDS, recently retired from the 
national naval Medical center, Bethesda, Md., at 
the rank of Rear admiral. he completed his final 
tour as deputy, Medical officer of the Marine 

1942
Ed Waltman, DDS, reports that he is presently 91, 
“still active, but not in our profession.” he  retired 
in 1981 and moved with his wife aboard a 42’ 
ketch and sailed to Marathon, in the Florida keys. 
he also wishes luck to the School and writes, “i 
have very fond memories of my four years there.”

1972
Jared i. Fine, DDS, MPH, dental health 
administrator for the alameda county 
department of Public health in oakland, 
calif., received the Myron allukian Jr. 
Lifetime achievement award for outstanding 
achievements in community dental Programs 
during the american asso-ciation of community 
dental Program’s annual Meeting on april 27, 
2008, in Miami, Fl. he was honored for exempla-
ry service to communities, distinguished leader-
ship, creativity in promoting essential public 
health services, achieving results through col-

Allan Schuman (right) with his parents, brother, and nieceSidney Sowell and daughter, Rachel

     CLASS NOTES
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corps, washington, d.c. Prior tours of duty includ-
ed associate chief of Staff, Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery, washington, d.c., and u.S. Pacific Fleet 
dental officer, Pearl harbor, hi. Prior commands 
included his assignment as commanding officer, 
4th dental Battalion, Marine Forces Reserve, atlanta, 
Ga. among his responsibilities, he supported navy 
and Marine corps-sponsored humanitarian opera-
tions worldwide. Presently, he is in private practice 
in Towson, Md.

1979
Sydney Sowell, DDS, participated with his daugh-
ter, Rachel, in a medical mission trip to ecuador 
last summer along with two other dentists. his 
daughter was his assistant, and they visited sev-
eral villages in the cotopaxi Province in the andes 
Mountains, with the Judith Lombeida Medical 
Foundation.  (See photo.)

Admiring the twins’ portrait.

     CLASS NOTES

ALuMNI

Dr. Robert B. Ettleman ‘80 (seated) with Gulf Coast Dental Outreach co-founder  
Dr. Sol G.  Brotman (‘80) from Jacksonville, Fl., review clinic  operations.

1980
Robert B. Ettleman, DDS, MAGD, is the founder and 
executive director of Gulf coast dental outreach, 
inc., a non-profit organization providing dental 
care to  low-income adults through a network of 
more than 40 volunteer dentists. he  established 
this program last year after completing the ada/
kellogg executive Management Program.  dr. 
ettleman received the Florida dental  association’s 
“humanitarian of the Year” award for 2008.

1985
Allan Schuman, DDS, has recently shared photos 
from his family’s 2006 visit to the oval office. his 
father, david, a 1947 graduate of Johns hopkins and 
the Maryland institute of art, painted portraits of 
President George w. Bush and his twin daughters. 
our lucky alum writes, “it was a real thrill to stand 
in the oval office with the President of the u.S. with 
pictures of Lincoln and washington on the wall.”
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Enjoying the rooftop view with his wife, Charlotte

Making executive decisions

Receiving his Dean for a Day Certificate

on MondaY, auGuST 25, 2008, The 
School welcomed its first dean for 
a day. conceived by dean christian 
Stohler, the dean for a day program 
recognizes and celebrates alumni who 
have graduated at least 50 years ago. 
The inaugural honoree was Leonard G. 
henschel, ddS, a member of the class 
of 1956, who resides in naples, Fl., 
with his wife, charlotte.

during his visit for the day, he 
addressed students in dr. ed Grace’s 
class, toured the building (from the 
roof to the basement), met faculty and 
staff, and had lunch with students.  
“The big thing i noticed here is change. 
Maryland was a good school and we 
received a good education. ” he said. 

henschel, who practiced dentistry for 
39 years, commented to the students 
he met, “what a wonderful opportunity 
you’ve been given in this wonderful 
facility. it makes me want to start over 
again. You’ll love being a dentist. it’s a 
wonderful profession.” 

Before he left, henschel received a 
special certificate from dean Stohler 
that commemorate the occasion.  
according to dean Stohler, the dean 
for day will be continued as an 
ongoing method to reach out to and 
celebrate our alumni. “i have always 
been affiliated with schools where 
the alumni are part of the fabric of the 
institution,” he said.

 Speaking for members of his 

generation, the honorary dean quite 
aptly made the following observation, 
“we’re from a different era, but to get 
to where you are today, you had to 
stand on our shoulders.”

Addressing students

Visiting the simulation lab

Dean for a Day:
   Standing on Great Shoulders

SCHooL NeWS ALuMNI
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allen abrams, ddS, ’29

Gabriel S. azzaro, ddS, ’51

John P. Blevins, ddS, ’43

Robert o. carlisle Jr., ddS, ’54

Thomas J. cavanaugh, ddS, ’61

william J. cirrito, ddS, ’43

humberto de La Rua, ddS, ’86

a. Bernard eskow, ddS, ’38

kenneth d. eye, ddS, ’35

edward w. Johnson Jr. ddS, ’77

august R. Machen, ddS , ’43

Ralph w. Mccue, ddS, ’51

Joseph M. Mckechnie Jr. ddS, ’52

charles R. noren, ddS, ’70

James w. ohearn, ddS, ’45

Jon k. Park, ddS, MS, ’81

william B. Powell, ddS, ’52

Stuart M. Ratner, ddS, ’50

Melvin a. Reff, ddS, ’76

darren G. Siegall, ddS, ’80

Marvin Skowronek, ddS, ’43

James B. Stewart, ddS, ’55

Sidney J. Stillman, ddS, ’43

Joseph h. Toropilo, ddS, ’56

D. Michael Brown, Alumnus and Faculty Member 
Members of the dental School were saddened by the loss 
of d. Michael Brown, ddS (1961), who died of pneumonia 
in october at the age of 77.

dr. Brown was born in canton, ohio, and raised in 
Landover hills, Md. after graduating from St. John’s college 
in annapolis in 1951, he served for 2 years in the army. he 
had dental practices in anne arundel and Prince George’s 
counties for more than 35 years.

in 2003, he was presented with the Faculty Service award 
for excellence in teaching and professional demeanor 
and retired from teaching in 2006.  a former president of 
the Southern Maryland dental association, he was also a 
delegate to the american dental association and the state 
dental association house of delegates. he was a Fellow of 
the Pierre Fouchard academy, the international college of 
dentists and the american college of dentists. in his spare 
time, dr. Brown enjoyed woodworking. 

he is survived by his wife of 48 years, the former Maria 
Piaro; three daughters, kelly M. Brown of annapolis, wendy 
a. Brown, ddS (1993), and Lesly Brown Sajak; a brother, dr. 
Joel d. Brown of hono-lulu; and two grandchildren.

We are also saddened by the loss of the following alumni:

Let us know what’s new!
Send your professional and personal news to: Mdental Magazine, communications office, university of Maryland 
dental School, 650 w. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md 21201 or e-mail rdavis@umaryland.edu (place Class Notes  
in the subject line).

name:
address:
city:       State:    ZiP: 
Telephone:      Fax (if available):
e-mail:

is this an address change? o Yes o no   What type? o home o office

Degrees earned and years:
o ddS  o MS  o dh  o Phd

o BS   o Specialization

News:

The Alumni Association Needs you!
o i would like to help plan my next reunion.  o i want to join the alumni association.

IN MEMORIAM
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i Love BeinG a denTiST and i SuSPecT ThaT MoST oF You who aRe 
reading this feel the same way.  it is a great feeling to help people maintain 
dental health throughout their entire lives.  The education i received during my 
dental school years (1966-1970) was the foundation; lifelong learning during 
these past (almost 40) years was and still is a critical component of success.

dentistry has changed (as you all know).  access to care is a very serious 
issue that needs to be solved by us—not by “them.”  diagnosis and treatment 
of caries has undergone a major paradigm shift (those are dr. norman 
Tinanoff’s words).  The amalgam issue is being raised yet again.  choices of 
materials are wide-ranging.  oral cancer diagnosis is becoming easier due 
to new techniques and awareness.  Bis-phenol a is another potential issue 
in dentistry.  Then there is the periodontal disease-cardiovascular and other 
disease link.

will the next generation of dentists be prepared for the new role they 
must assume?  

i believe the answer is yes.  The qualifications, scientific curiosity, and 
many other criteria used by the dental School’s admissions office has 
resulted in a brilliant class. i’ve been volunteering as a dean’s Faculty 
member for many years (if you haven’t done so yet i encourage you to do the 
same—just contact dr. warren Morganstein at 410-706-7146), and during 
my interactions with the students i’ve realized that they have the ability, 
intelligence, and ethics to enter a great profession.

how can you help?  if possible, volunteer at the dental School.  also, 
support financially the alumni association (pay your $45 dues annually) and 
more importantly, support the annual Fund.  dean Stohler has told me it is 
easy to design a “cookie-cutter” curriculum; however, he’d like the means to 
support the students with extra perceived potential to experience education 
beyond the usual curriculum.

as almost all of you know, the problems with the alumni association and 
the School have been long-resolved.  The alumni association appreciates 
your help in making BcdS the best dental school in the country.

Sincerely,
eric a. katkow, ddS (’70)

From the  
alumni assoCiation 
presiDent

eRic kaTkow

SCHooL NeWS ALuMNI
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Alumni Reunion Highlights
In May, members of Dental School classes across the generations celebrated a wonderful reunion weekend in baltimore. the 

events included luncheons, class parties, Ce courses, and a cruise on the bay Lady in baltimore’s famed Inner Harbor. Members 

of the 50-year class received certificates, and this year’s Distinguished Alumnus was William P. Magee Jr., DDS, MD (’69), who 

founded operation Smile with his wife, kathleen S. Magee.

ALuMNI
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the university of Tampa, there was 
no air conditioning. The first to get ac 
were the movie theaters,” he recalls.

Because there were no dental 
schools in Florida at that time, Bodo 
applied to Maryland. he donned a 
thin jacket and headed north for the 
interview, but was sidetracked by a 
winter storm and he was stranded at 
the Pittsburgh airport. “They had to get 
a snow plow out to get us to the plane. 

although M. Paul nestor, ddS 
(’57); Joseph Bodo Jr., ddS (’58); 
and karl J. Foose, ddS (’57) 

graduated from the dental School 
more than two generations ago, they 
have enough life lessons to educate a 
whole new era.  The three friends and 
professional colleagues all settled in 
Florida after graduation, where they 
established successful careers and 
raised their families.

Largely the product of humble 
beginnings, these three self-made 
men are all grateful for the opportunity 
they had to study and allow their 
intellectual talents to flourish at the 
dental School. For some students, like 
Bodo, getting to the School was almost 
as taxing as getting into the School.

Bodo, who grew up in Tampa, was 
naturally accustomed to the Florida 
heat. “From high school to attending 

kARL FooSeJoSePH boDo

in a world fascinated by superficial lifestyles and 

glamour, three alumni demonstrate the importance 

of not only earning a professional degree but how 

to measure success through professionalism, 

generosity, and commitment.

Three Degrees 
           of Warmth

PAuL NeStoR

By Regina Lavette davis

SCHooL NeWS ALuMNI
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it also meant looking and acting 
professional.

Foose recalls that, “There was no 
a/c, but every day we each had to wear 
a white shirt, tie, and coat. nobody 
ever showed up without a white shirt 
and tie. Students had to have their hair 
combed and faces shaved. You had be 
immaculate,” he says, “or you were 
asked to leave the floor.”

in the clinic, ‘stand-up dentistry’ was 
the norm. Students who wanted to sit 
down in the clinic needed a doctor’s 
note. Jokingly, nestor says, “To be a 
dentist, you had to be in good health.”

Some of the professors they recall 
as having a strong influence or being 

role models is much like a ‘who’s 
who’ of the dental School’s history: 
drs. Medina, nuttall, Bennington, and 
cappuccio, among others.

“These were dedicated, true teachers 
who were always trying to bring the 
excellence out of you,” says Foose.

not unlike today’s students, for 
these three the transition from the 
classrooms and labs to the actual 
clinic environment was exciting, but 
somewhat anxious. “Moving from the 
model to a live patient was a nervous 
time. and, it was when we got our 
white coats,” says Bodo.

although there was little time 
for anything more than going to 
school and studying, there were the 
occasional pickup basketball games. 
To make extra money, nestor and his 
college friend, Marty crytzer, sold 
wearever cookware, giving in-home 
demonstrations to single working 
women. according to Bodo, crytzer and 
nestor were the top salesmen.

as typical men of their generation, 
they did not spend much time 
discussing what would  lie ahead 
after graduation or deeper emotional 
issues. as Foose puts it, “Paul 

i spent the night on a hard bench 
waiting for the snow to clear,” he says.

he may have expected colder 
weather, but was he prepared for 
snow? “i went up in  loafers.” after 
jumping that first hurdle, his next was 
the actual interview itself.

“i grew up in the family grocery 
business. in my admissions interview, 
i was asked why i wanted to be a 
dentist.” Bodo answered the query 
honestly, “i sure didn’t want to be a 
grocer.” he says that he aspired to a 
profession that helped people.  and, 
when asked what he would do if were 
accepted elsewhere, he replied that he 
would prefer Maryland. “i didn’t want 
to go any farther north,“ he jokes.

Bodo recalls that at the end of his 
interview, “i was accepted right on 
the spot. i was so humbled by it.” 
That moment, proved to be the first 

“emotional high” of his professional 
education. when dr. Mccrae—a 
professor of histology, said he was 
accepted, Bodo says he knew that 

“This was my whole life in front of me.”
The interview process for nestor 

and Foose also proved to be quite 
memorable. nestor, who was a football 
player as an undergrad at college Park, 
was encouraged by his teammate, 
(the late) Marty cryzter (’58), who 
kept talking about Maryland’s dental 
program. a member of the Terrapins 
club, Tommy webb, ddS, was another 
person who steered him toward 
dentistry.  nestor remembers the day 
of his interview: “karl Foose and i were 
the last two. we flipped a coin to see 
who would go first, and karl won.”

of course, they were both accepted; 
however, Foose recalls it with a little 
more detail:

“i won 2 out of 3 tosses, then he won 
3 out of 5. i was winning 4 out of 7, 
when dr. vandenbasch grabbed Paul, 
but Paul pushed me ahead of him.”

That interview wasn’t the first time 
Foose saw his fellow west virginian, 
he recalls. “he came down to Marshall 
[college], trying out for football. i was a 
high school kid watching. That’s where 
i first saw him.”

‘PLAy OR GO TO SCHOOL’
nestor went on to become a football 
starter at the university of Maryland. 

he was 1 of 22 football players drafted 
from Maryland’s undefeated 1951 
Sugar Bowl champs. The chicago 
Bears selected him in the 1952 draft, 
but he was traded to the Baltimore 
colts in the summer of 1953.  This news 
made it to the pages of the Baltimore 
Sun. of course, it was impossible for 
him to play professional football and 
study dentistry. already having been 
accepted by the dental School, he 
recalls receiving a phone call from dr. 
vandenbasch, who saw the newspaper 
article, and asked, rather irately, “do 
you want to play or go to school?”

Going to dental school was a priority 
for nestor, as well as Foose and Bodo, 

who all adapted quickly to the rigors 
of being professional students. nestor 
says, “one of the adjustments in 
professional school was going from 
8 aM to 5 PM, 5 days a week, plus 
homework. There was very little time 
for anything else.

Bodo, who became friends with 
nestor by rooming with a friend of 
nestor’s, is grateful for the teachers. “i 
felt always that we had very dedicated 
professors who tried to give us a 
good education in our field. The 
operative department could stand 
up to anybody,” he says, adding the 
following insight:

“we had to learn the tough, hard 
way.  we sent very few things to the 
laboratory. we understood what had 
to go on in a lab. we set up our own 
crown and bridge. we cast our own 
partial frames and we set up the 
dentures ourselves. The prosthetic 
laboratory in dental education today, 
of course, has changed, but it was a 
good training exercise in patience.”

Learning to be a professional, 
they observed, entailed more 
than classroom instruction and 
understanding clinical procedures. 

Learning to be a professional, they observed, 

entailed more than classroom instruction and 

understanding clinical procedures. It also meant 

looking and acting professional.
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he has placed an emphasis on 
prosthodontics, of which he says, 

“That’s where the real dentistry is. it 
is a discipline that takes in the total 
somatic system in restoring the mouth.” 
Foose is a member of the Southeast 
academy of Prosthodontics and was 
instrumental in dean Stohler becoming 
the group’s first honorary member 
earlier this year. Regarding the 
School’s director of the prosthodontics 
program, dr. carl driscoll, he says that 

“driscoll is a jewel.” 
Bodo’s interpersonal skills with 

his patients were likely well-honed 
even before he stepped into dental 
School. working in the family 
grocery business taught him some 
valuable lessons. “You had to be 
accommodating. The customer is 
always right,” he says.

They can all attest to the important 

and i had the same attitude. we 
never talked about the future or our 
feelings. we just got up at 8 and 
came home at 5, and we worked in 
the labs on Saturday.”

By the time they graduated, Foose 
and nestor in 1957 and Bodo in 1958, 
they were ready to face the professional 
demands of the profession.

THE GOLD STANDARD 
all three built solid practices in 
Florida. nestor and Bodo in Tampa 
and Foose in west Palm Beach. Foose, 
who has been in his current location 
since 1975, built and designed his 
building himself.

“This is me when you look at the 
building and this is me when you look 
inside,” he says. For him, dentistry 
is the ideal profession because “it 
combines everything: science, 

technology, independence, and the 
ability to work with your hands”

his professional role models were his 
dentists in huntington, west virginia. 
and, like any professional, Foose has 
definite opinions on many aspects of 
dentistry. For example, he has a high 
appreciation for gold foil inlays. 

“Gold foil inlays are the most exacting 
procedure. There is little forgiveness with 
gold foil inlays, and in terms of difficulty, 
it ranks second to a complicated implant 
case,” says Foose, who has done 
approximately 500 gold foil inlays over 
his profession. he also, naturally, takes 
great pride in the lasting quality of his 
work. he did all of the dental work for 
his brother, who would travel from new 
Jersey to the dental School when Foose 
was still a student. “in 1955 i did an 
amalgam filling that is still in his mouth 
today,” he says.

JOSEPH P. BODO, JR.   |   CoCkSWAIN oN tHe CReW teAM.   |   WiFE: MARy ALICe

Proposed on the battlefield at Gettysburg at Pickett’s charge. “it was a steep hill.  

i was exhausted and i proposed. i had a fraternity pin.”

“ Never stop learning. As a professional, 
you have an obligation to continue  
your education.”

JoSePH GAMbLe
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former president of the national dental 
association. “he never saw a person he 
didn’t like,” describes Foose, “however, 
the black dentists didn’t belong to 
the local dental society—they were 
blackballed. normally, if a dentist 
was sick, someone would cover for 
them. when dr. Smith became ill, the 
other dentists in the community never 
stepped in to help him.” Foose was the 
only one to cover for him.

Being a professional also means 
participating in organized dentistry. “i 
think it’s important for the professional 
to take an active part in organized 
dentistry,” says Bodo, who was 
influenced by one of his advisors, dr. 
Joe cappuccio (’46), a former president 
of the american dental association. “he 
gave me insight in taking an active role. 
it’s important to give back, not only to 
the patients, but to the profession.”

life lessons and experiences that 
helps mold a person.

Foose maintains that “no knowledge 
is useless. one day it will come 
back to you.” his organic chemistry 
lecture from dr. ernest Rumple on the 
neutralizing effect of rubbing alcohol 
came back to him 16 years ago when 
his assistant needed to neutralize an 
accidental spill of phenol.

along with past lessons, continuing 
their professional education is a 
necessity, they say, and all are quite 
active in study clubs and ce programs.

“never stop learning. as a profes-
sional, you have an obligation to con-
tinue your education,” says Bodo.

“You need to be a professional 
student all your life,” echoes nestor.

as an up-and-coming dentist, Foose 
says that “one of the problems was 
continuing education.” one of the 

leaders in dentistry, L. d. Pankey “was 
quite an influence and he taught us 
much about dentistry and life in general.”

The personal comraderie among 
these dentists also extends to their 
professional relationships. For 
example, stepping in when a colleague 
is ill or away from the office.

“in dentistry, when you are out of the 
office in a solo practice, everything 
shuts down,” says nestor. “So, we look 
after each other and we try to cover for 
one another.” once, when nestor spent 
3 weeks in the hospital after contracting 
hepatitis after drinking from Florida’s 
famed Fountain of Youth, it was Bodo 
and others who covered for him.

unfortunately, there was a time when 
the hand of professional collegiality 
was not extended. Foose recalls an 
incident a few decades ago, concerning 
dr. Robert Smith, a black dentist and 

KARL J. FOOSE   |   14tH DIReCt DeSCeNDeNt oF LoRD bALtIMoRe   |   Father (who 

later became a lawyer) was a u.S. Marshall in high school and served a warrant to 

anderson ‘devil anse’ hatfield (of the hatfield-Mccoy feud).   |   WiFE: RoSeMARy

Prosthodontics: “that’s where the real 
dentistry is. It is a discipline that takes in the 
total somatic system in restoring the mouth.”

JeFFRey SALteR
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“ Do your best. Communicate well and be 
cooperative. Find people in the profession 
who are ethical. there are giants in dentistry. 
Find somebody you can emulate.”

generations of a family.  doing a good 
job for patients and doing what fits 
their budgets is important. when you 
restore a patient’s mouth and hand 
them the mirror and they feel elated, 
it’s very rewarding.”

THE LONG, HOT SuMMERS 
of the three, only Bodo is from Florida, 
and he and nestor both married 
Baltimore women they met while in 
school. So what is so attracted them 
all to establish their practices and 
raise their families in FLorida? 

For nestor, one draw is obviously 
the weather. “Florida has a long hot 
summer from May to october. The 
weather and beaches are the largest.” 
he also points to activities such as 
hunting turkey and other wild game 
and appreciating Spanish history, 
which he notes was settled 100 years 
before Jamestown.

Fortunately, the profession has 
progressed a long way since then 
and is more inclusive. For some, 
being progressive may also include 
advertising. not so for the Florida trio.

although opposed to advertising, 
Foose does recognize its effect on 
society. “There are many talented 
people in dentistry who can create 
the picture of what the public wants. 
everybody wants to look beautiful and 
useful. For example, advertising has 
made a desire for implants. Today, 
people want to look good and feel 
good. But for me,” he adds, “my next 
patient comes from a patient that was 
satisfied and had good treatment,”

Their satisfied patients keep their 
operations thriving, and yields much 
personal as well as professional 
satisfaction.

“one of the biggest rewards is giving 
people back a smile again,” says 

Bodo.  “in the denture section [as 
a student],  we put people back to 
work who were on welfare.  half the 
population, he says, wont go to the 
dentist because of fear and finances, 
but for him it is also gratifying to 
treat a patient who was initially afraid 
the dentist and “turning that patient 
who wouldn’t go into a patient who 
will go.” his treatment plan, he says, 
always includes  TLc.  he adds, “it’s 
so rewarding to see generations of 
patients—children and  grandchildren 
and to see work that i’ve done hold up 
40 years later.”

nestor says that is is “most 
rewarding working in a health field. 
You improve people’s health and 
confidence. You can see great progress 
when people are compliant.” and, like 
Bodo, seeing providing care for many 
eras of a family feels good.

“You can see three  to four 

PAUL NESTOR   |   boRN IN PARSoNS, WeSt VIRGINIA.   |   WiFE:  MAbeLLe 

Met his wife at college Park. “She worked at the school newspaper and had  

to interview an unsung hero on the football team. She says i interviewed her.”

JoSePH GAMbLe
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“i think success occurs at least for 
me, when i can go to bed at night 
knowing that i tried to do a good job 
and tried to help someone,” says 
Bodo. “Those who have succeeded 
in the financial area are not the 
happiest. “contentment, peace of 
mind, respect, family, and  having 
love” are what matters more,  
he says.

also important, they recognize the 
need to stay connected to their alma 
mater to help ensure the success 
of the institution. Bodo was among 
those alumni who returned for their 
50-year reunion. 

“i received an update on the 

prospects for the future and i was 
impressed by the facility,” he 
says. “it was mind boggling and 
astounding to walk through the 
building. i think every one of my 
classmates would have enjoyed it. i 
was most impressed by our dean. 
he is easy to talk to. his heart is 
really there. impressed by humble, 
dedicated, and loyal he is to BcdS. 
he extends the hand of friendship 
to all. and a very important asset 
is that he leads the school into the 
21st century.”

The BcdS experience—past and 
present—have made an indelible 
effect on all  “i am extremely grateful 
for being accepted into the dental 
School. it gave me an opportunity 
to serve humanity,” says Foose. 
Regarding the dean, whom he 
admires greatly, he says, “You  
don’t realize what a jewel you have in 
the dean.”

“The dean has things headed in  
the right direction,” concurs nestor. 

“we are the leading school in the world.”
a big part of the School’s success 

can be credited to alumni like these, 
who never forgot their experiences—
good and bad and who have always 
remained loyal to the mission of BcdS. 

The Floridian, Bodo, is in complete 
agreement about the seasons. “The 
first thing is the weather: the long 
hot summers and the heavenly 
winters.” he says that during the 
gas shortage of the 1970s, instead 
of going out of state for family 
vacations, they took trips across the 
state of Florida. 

“we got to see the real Florida: The 
state parks, canoe trails, getting 
oysters in the appalachian country 
area, getting the best seafood, and 
leading my son fishing in a small pond, 
coming back to find 6 large fish and 
having them that night for supper,” he 
recalls, adding that you can get to love 
your state when you able to see it. he 
is fond of the everglades, and hopes to 
keep it intact. 

Foose sums up the Florida 
experience quite succinctly: “it’s 
paradise living here. People who are 
raised around the water always end 
up well. This is a community of good, 
basic people.”

in Florida there are plenty of golf 
courses for avid fans, and all three 
enjoy unwinding with a game of golf. 
Bodo also restores an old car that he 
takes to auto shows and he builds 
model ships. in his collection is a 
replica of the Pride of Baltimore.

Sleeping and reading non-fiction 
help nestor relax. Foose, who 
officiated high school basketball 
games from 1960 to 1986, likes to 
keep in shape with lots of exercise that 
includes swimming and gardening.  

clearly, their business skills have 
given them a chance to balance the 
demands of their profession with the 
tie needed for family and relaxation.

STAyiNG CONNECTED 
Students today will need to become 
skilled at both their profession and 
understanding how to manage a 
business so they can better enjoy the 
fruits of their labor. 

according to Foose, “Practice 
management instruction is needed in 
the School, because  students will be 
not only doctors, but business men 
and women.”

Students haven’t heard that they 
owe the school something.

along with having sound business 

acumen, nestor would also advise 
students and young dentists to 
simply “use that Golden Rule” in 
relating to people. in terms of 
best practices, he says, “do your 
best. communicate well and be 
cooperative. know your procedures 
before you sell it to your patients. 
Find people in the profession who 
are ethical. don’t sell it if it’s not 
on the shelf. There are giants in 
dentistry. Find somebody you  
can emulate.”

For Bodo, who says hard work was 
part of his upbringing, has always 
been more comfortable giving than 
receiving, which helps him measure 

and balance his life.  Qualities  such 
as being honest, fair, truthful, are 
attributes that students should  
have acquired early in life. he would 
advise students to “keeping your  
life in balance, helping others, and 
giving back.”

charity—and giving back—usually 
begins at home, and Bodo, nestor, 
and Foose are all active on 
various levels in supporting their 
communities, as well as giving  
of their time to worthy endeavors. 
Foose ran a free charity clinic  
from 1969 to 1986 and also has a 
clinic named for him in uruguay. 
To give his daughters a sense of 
perspective and a lesson in outreach, 
Foose has taken them on trips to 
honduras and haiti.

Students will find and define 
success in various ways.  Success, 
says nestor, can be defined by 

“doing the best you can for the 
patient and giving good service over 
the years. it makes it easy to sleep at 
night with a clear conscious.” Being 
able to have a reasonable income 
to raise your family and doing 
what you can to help people in a 
charitable way all contribute to being 
successful, he adds.

“ I am extremely grateful for being accepted  

into the Dental School. It gave me an opportunity  

to serve humanity.”  —karl Foose
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dental School Receives city honor 
The university of Maryland dental School was recognized 
at the Mayor’s Business Recognition awards Luncheon 
for an innovative oral health project. The luncheon, held 
on december 8, is an initiative of the Greater Baltimore 
committee and the Baltimore development corporation. 

The dental School students and faculty partnered with 
the national Museum of dentistry and the Maryland State 
dental association successfully developed and implemented 
a unique initiative, charm city’s Give kids a Smile day, to 
promote the oral health of inner-city Baltimore children.  
Through this engaging and effective program, students at 
George washington elementary School and children at the 
St. Jerome’s head Start center were invited to the national 
Museum of dentistry in February 2008 to receive free dental 
screenings, preventive fluoride varnish, and oral health 

education. Transportation 
for the children was 
donated by the Maryland 
State dental association.  

The children received 
Give kids a Smile packages courtesy of the american dental 
association, which included a dental education book, 
toothbrush, and floss aid.  dental students are already 
planning the second annual charm city’s Give kids a Smile 
day, scheduled for February 6, 2009.

established 35 years ago, the award is presented annually 
to companies demonstrating outstanding community service 
that has significantly improved Baltimore city. Mayor Sheila 
dixon and representatives from the Baltimore development 
corporation and the Greater Baltimore committee were on 
hand to present the awards at the ceremony, held at the 
hyatt Regency. 

Jillian Easton accepts the award for the 
Dental School from Mayor Sheila Dixon.

GBC AWARD Dr. Jillian Easton (center) with dental students (left) Jessica Lee, David Richman-Raphael (right) 
Jacqueline Sadeghian, Jacob Koch, and Michael Virts (resident).

R. D
AVIS
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cLaSS acTion noTice

kaRYn S. BeRGMann, et al., 

Plaintiff class Representatives, Plaintiff class Members,

v.

univeRSiTY SYSTeM oF MaRYLand, et al. 

defendants.

in The ciRcuiT couRT oF MaRYLand FoR BaLTiMoRe ciTY 

civil case no. 24-c-02-005740

an iMPoRTanT noTice FRoM The ciRcuiT couRT oF MaRYLand FoR 

BaLTiMoRe ciTY aBouT a cLaSS acTion invoLvinG a TuiTion ReFund 

ThaT You MaY Be eLiGiBLe To Receive

a class action has been certified by the circuit court of Maryland for 

Baltimore city and steps have been taken by the parties to notify all class 

members of their rights and involvement in the case. The class action 

seeks partial tuition refunds for students charged out-of-state tuition after 

applying for in-state tuition at any one of the following university System 

of Maryland (“uSM”) schools: (1) university of Maryland, Baltimore; (2) 

university of Maryland, Baltimore county; (3) university of Maryland, 

college Park; (4) university of Maryland, eastern Shore; (5) university of  

Maryland, university college; (6) Bowie State university; (7) coppin State 

university; (8) Frostburg State university; (9) Salisbury State university; (10) 

Towson university; and (11) university of Baltimore. Students who qualify as 

members of the class include those who: (1) petitioned any uSM school for 

re-classification from out-of-state status to in-state status for any semester 

from the Spring 2001 to the present, and (2) were denied in-state tuition 

status based upon a failure to overcome the “financial dependence” or 

“residence at application” presumptions of the relevant uSM policies, but 

otherwise met the requirements of the policy and the school’s procedures 

for obtaining in-state tuition status, including exhaustion of the institution’s 

administrative process. class members are entitled to have the original 

decision to charge out-of-state tuition reconsidered by the institution, based 

upon revised standards for determining how these presumptions should 

apply (Those standards may be found at www.usmd.edu/regents/bylaws/

Sectionviii/viii270). depending upon the results of that review, you may be 

eligible for a refund in the amount of the difference between the out-of-state 

tuition that you paid and the in-state tuition rate applicable at that time.

if you believe you are a member of the class but have not received a personal 

notice and wish to be part of the class, you should immediately contact 

the class plaintiffs’ attorney anthony M. conti at conti Fenn & Lawrence LLc, 

36 South charles Street, Suite 2501, Baltimore, Maryland 21201, to learn 

more about your possible rights in this matter, as your may be entitled to 

a tuition refund.

To learn more about your possible rights and to make a request to be con-

sidered as a member of the class, please contact anthony M. conti, conti Fenn 

& Lawrence LLc, by calling (410) 837-6999 or by e-mailing info@lawcfl.com. 

all e-mails should include the following information: full name, day and 

evening telephone number(s), current mailing address, name of constituent 

institution attended, and the years applied for and denied in-state tuition.

Judge M. Brooke Murdock

hines Received Fauchard award
This fall, Terri hines received the Foundation of 
The Pierre Fauchard academy annual Scholarship 
award. The $1,500 scholarships are awarded 
to a junior student who has demonstrated high 
leadership characteristics and outstanding academic 
achievement.  its parent organization, The Pierre 
Fauchard academy, is an international honorary 
dental organization established in 1936. Pierre 
Fauchard was a French dentist noted as the “Father 
of Modern dentistry” and is credited with raising 
dentistry to a profession. 

Richman-Raphael Gets ada honor
Third-year dental student david Richman-Raphael 
received The american dental association 
certificate of Recognition for meritorious service 
to the people of Bolivia. awarded by the ada’s 
committee on international Programs and 
development, the honor reflects the association’s 
belief “that the personal effort and self-sacrifice of 
association members who serve as volunteers in 
lesser developed countries to improve the health 
of their peoples merit professional and public 
appreciation and recognition.” 

David Richman-Raphael receives the ADA award from  
Michael belenky DDS, MPH, clinical associate professor and 

director of the Dental School’s Global outreach program.
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JeSSica Lee haS aLwaYS had a 
passion for helping. But when 
she learned of the death of a 
Prince Georges county child of 
an untreated dental abscess 
in February 2007, her sense of 
mission reached a new level  
of intensity. 

“deamonte driver broke my 
heart,” she says.

it was that year, her first at the 
university of Maryland dental 
School, that she dedicated 
herself to getting oral health care 
to poor children as a Baltimore 
albert Schweitzer Fellow. The 
Fellowship, dedicated to fostering 
dr. albert Schweitzer’s legacy 
of service to the underserved, is 
annually awarded to Baltimore-
area students enrolled in health 
and human service degree 
programs. Fellows design their 
own service projects and work 
with existing community agencies 
to address unmet needs within 
the community.

Baltimore kids community health 
fair that featured games and 
nutritious snacks, as well as 
fluoride varnishes and referrals 
supplied by the dental School’s 
pediatric dental clerks.

Lee was helped by faculty mentors 
drs. norman Tinanoff and clemencia 
vargas, who have also made the 
care of poor children central to 
their work. They have been deeply 
impressed by her dedication, energy, 
and leadership skills.

“Jessica is really an exceptional 
student in all regards,” says Tinanoff. 

vargas agrees. “She really 
believes that our mission as 
dentists needs to include the 
underserved,” she says. “She 
has participated in practically 
all community activities we have 
planned. not only does she 
participate, she takes charge and 
helps with the organization.” 

Lee also won the admiration of 
fellow students. Lauren errington 
watched Lee at work with the 
children in the after school 
program. “in her session, her 
caring nature radiated from her,” 
errington recalls. “That was what i 
wanted to do!”

Lee has always been driven to 
help. her mother, Rosa Lee,  
a bank clerk who immigrated 
from korea and raised three 
daughters alone has served as 
a guiding light. after the  family 
moved to ellicott city, Lee’s 
mother encouraged the 12-year-

Lee has personal insight into the 
pain of children without access to 
dental care. in her early years, she 
herself was one of those children, 
suffering with caries in Prince 
Georges county.

“i was the one with all the front 
teeth decayed,” says Lee, now 25. 
“There are so many barriers.”

She eventually received the 
care she needed. But deamonte’s 
death came as a tragic reminder 
that only 3 in 10 children enrolled 

in Maryland Medicaid were 
getting dental care. Lee used 
her fellowship year to create and 
coordinate an initiative called 
“healthy Smiles for Baltimore 
kids.” implemented in several 
area after-school programs, 
healthy Smiles targeted second 
and third graders by providing 
educational lessons and activities 
designed to teach oral hygiene 
and good health. in addition, she 
encouraged the children to stand 
up and advocate for their own 
dental care.

“i wanted to actively teach 
them: it is difficult. You will face 
barriers. But approach your 
parents or guardians. explain 
the urgency if you have had an 
infection that keeps you from 
concentrating.” She wanted the 
children to know “they can make a 
difference in their own lives.” 

and Lee did not stop at after 
school activities. She also 
organized a healthy Smiles for 

Breaking Barriers  
       and BuilDing BriDges

JeSSICA Lee WeNt FRoM beING uNDeRSeRVeD to SeRVING tHoSe WHo NeeD CARe

SCHooL NeWSStuDeNt PRoFILe

By Mary otto
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old Jessica to start volunteering 
at a local retirement home, 
playing bingo and visiting with 
the elderly residents.

“it really made me learn that 
i can make a difference,” she 
recalls. 

Lee attended River hill high 
School and went on to the  
Johns hopkins university, where as 
a freshman, she founded a Brownie 
Girl Scout troop for local girls. 
She led the troop throughout her 
undergraduate years.

“Seeing the girls week after 
week,” says Jessica, “i got more out 
of that than i was able to give.”

in the summer of her sophomore 
year at hopkins, she worked at a 
rural health clinic in Ghana, getting 
a first-hand look at the ravages of 
malaria, sickle-cell anemia, and 
infant mortality. She graduated 
in 2005 from the Johns hopkins 
university Bloomberg School of 

“But you have to plan it out right…
managing, balancing. it actually 
helps if you enjoy it.” 

now that Lee has completed her 
fellowship year, her healthy Smiles 
for Baltimore children will continue 
under three new Schweitzer fellows 
that Lee has mentored: errington 
and classmates christopher widmer 
and Jason Raines.

errington says she is proud to 
follow in Lee’s footsteps, “Jessica 
Lee really is a fantastic person,” says 
errington. “She is a wonder woman!”

Lee is modest about her 
achievements. But she is 
determined to go on from here. 

“i hope to be able to specialize in 
pediatric dentistry,” she says. “There 
is so much more that i can do.”

Public health with a Bachelor of 
the arts in Public health Studies. 
at the dental School, she has 
continued to immerse herself 
in the study of getting care to 
underserved communities.

“Jessica brings a strong 
undergraduate background in 
public health and experience in 
community work,” says vargas. Lee 
“has a very clear understanding 
of the health situation of 
underprivileged groups in society.” 

The fellowship involved 200 hours 
of community service, which required 
her to balance that activity with her 
academics. other students have 
asked her “how did you do the albert 
Schweitzer and all your classes?” 

“it’s manageable,” she counsels. 

Jessica Lee (first row, center) and other volunteers, including faculty member clamencia 
vargas (second row, center) participated in the Smile Baltimore health Fair. 

“ Seeing the girls week after week, I got 
more out of that than I was able to give.” 
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Honors Convocation 2008
on May 15, 2008, the Dental School held its Honors Convocation, celebrating graduates of the dental, dental hygiene, and post-

graduate specialty programs. Held at the Murphy Fine Arts Center at Morgan State university, graduates, faculty, and guests were 

honored with a keynote address from Congressman elijah Cummings. Along with Dean Christian S. Stohler and Associate Dean 
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Carroll-Ann trotman, speakers included Charles Doring, DDS (’67), who brought greetings from the Alumni Association; Dental 

Hygiene Program Director, Jacquelyn Fried, RDH, MS; Michael Virts, DDS, president of the Student Dental Association; Claudia 

Pletsch, DH, president of the Dental Hygiene Class of 2008; Arash M. Rostami, DDS, president of the Dental Class of 2008; the 

Rev. Dr. Gordon e. Weightman, who gave the invocation; and Nasir bashirelahi, PhD, who gave the benediction.  

J Richard bradbury, DDS, sang America the beautiful.   

b
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on September 8, 2008, the dental School held its annu-
al white coat ceremony, which welcomed the doctor of 
dental Surgery class of 2002 and the dental hygiene 
class of 2010. along with dean christian S. Stohler and 
associate dean carroll-ann Trotman, speakers included 
alumni association President eric a. katkow, Board of 
visitors chair william Schneider. The keynote address 
was delivered by uMB President david J. Ramsay.

The students processed from the dental School 
building to historic davidge hall, assisted by police, 
who halted traffic so they could walk continuously 

without interruption. chief marshals were assistant 
dean Patricia Meehan and dental hygiene director 
Jacquelyn Fried. Marshals were faculty members eric 
Levine, Penwadee Limkangwalmongkol, and andrea 
Morgan. The announcer was Gregory Zeller. The event 
was captured in real-time using the School’s Mediasite 
system, which allowed family and friends to watch the 
ceremony in its entirety. More than 500 online viewers 
tuned in to enjoy the event.

The ceremony concluded with a reception in the main 
atrium of the dental School.  

2008 white coat ceremony

bILL MCALLeN
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Mission
the baltimore College of Dental Surgery, Dental 

School, university of Maryland, baltimore, seeks 

to graduate exceptional oral health care profession-

als, contribute to the scientific basis of treatments 

for diseases of the orofacial complex, and deliver 

comprehensive dental care. these accomplishments 

will promote, maintain, and improve the overall health 

of the people within Maryland and have a national and 

international impact.

Future vision
As we strive to achieve our goals, we envision the future:

Reflecting on its heritage, the baltimore College 

of Dental Surgery, Dental School, university of 

Maryland, baltimore, will join in full partnership with 

other campus entities. the resulting multidisciplinary 

ventures will contribute to our prominence in scien-

tific discovery, scholarly activity, and service to the 

community. Global outreach efforts of faculty, stu-

dents, and staff will be mutually rewarding. An atmo-

sphere of collegiality and intellectual stimulation will 

prevail, nurturing students, faculty, and alumni. 

Administrative support will help foster creativity and 

responsiveness to a range of opportunities. the School 

will create and maintain an organizational structure that 

enhances our ability to achieve our goals. Students, 

faculty, and staff will provide the highest quality oral 

health care. the world’s first dental college, established 

in the 19th century, will take its place as the premier dental 

school of the 21st century.
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